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Educational Philosophy of Dr S Radhakrishnan

2017

the spiritual homelessness of modern man cannot last long thus
believed dr sarvepalli radhakrishnan 1888 1975 a prominent
philosopher educationalist and one of the makers of modern india his
solution to the problems of humanity is a return to the religion of
spirit to be achieved through the right kind of education
radhakrishnan advocated a sound educational philosophy aimed at
harmonious development of the human personality with utmost
emphasis on moral and spiritual education this book effectively
presents radhakrishnan s thoughts highlighting their relevance to the
present day the author has at length discussed indian philosophy in
comparison with the western thought and successfully established that
the east west synthesis as propagated by radhakrishnan is the need of
the hour to arrest the self destructive tendency of the world and
ensure development and peace readers will also get an account of
radhakrishnan s life story in the backdrop of the political history of pre
and post independent india

Allen's Indian mail and register of intelligence
for British and foreign India

1862

r s sugirtharajah shows how at the height of european colonialism
whilst the colonizers were studying the sacred texts of hindus
muslims buddhists sikhs and zoroastrians the hindus were themselves



scrutinizing the invader s book the christian bible sugirtharajah
examines how these hindus transformed the bible into what they
deemed fit for and suited to their contexts the result was that the bible
acquired a totally different form and lost its authority as the book of
the empire sugirtharajah shows how the resistant subversive and at
times antagonistic readings of the hindus went beyond what the
colonizer had intended sadly what these hindus made of the bible
went largely unnoticed and was ignored by western scholarship this
volume seeks to rectify this regrettable omission and to place both the
hindu reformers and nationalists attitude to the bible in their own
specific context and to allow them to speak on their own terms rather
than reading them with christian preconception the hindu reformers
covered include figures such as raja rammohun roy arumuga navalar
keshub chunder sen swami vivekananda ponnambalam ramanathan m
k gandhi and sarvepalli radhakrishnan and nationalists such as
dhirendranath chowdhary sita ram goel and ram swarup the book
contains the interpretative context the textual negotiation that went
on between these hindus and the missionaries and orientalists
examples of their hinduization of the bible and the hermeneutical
impact on mainstream biblical interpretation

Hindus and Their Christian Bible

2024-02-22

an introduction to indian philosophy offers a profound yet accessible
survey of the development of india s philosophical tradition beginning
with the formation of brahmanical jaina materialist and buddhist
traditions bina gupta guides the reader through the classical schools of



indian thought culminating in a look at how these traditions inform
indian philosophy and society in modern times offering translations
from source texts and clear explanations of philosophical terms this
text provides a rigorous overview of indian philosophical contributions
to epistemology metaphysics philosophy of language and ethics this is
a must read for anyone seeking a reliable and illuminating
introduction to indian philosophy

Archives of George Allen and Co. . Index to
the Archives of George Allen and Co.,
1893-1915

1974

this inquiry is an undertaking to demonstrate that aesthetic
experience in the classical indian tradition on its merit without being
subordinated to rituals and practices commonly held under the rubric
of religion is capable of providing a transcendent experience to a
prepared aesthete dr dehejia examines the dynamics of two aesthetics
processes that stemming from aesthetic emotion or rasa and aesthetic
form or rupa and cogently underpins them within the advaitic
epistemology of kasmir saivism the advaita of art dr dehejia argues is a
joyous celebration of affirmation and assertion and not negation

Tribe in Transition

2005

in this full biography of gopal krishna gokhale reassesses the indian



political scene during the last decades of the nineteenth century and
the first decade of the twentieth in focusing on the career of the
preeminent leader of his time b r nanda surveys the indian nationalist
movement during the years 1885 1915 and especially the
developments within the indian national congress the author s clear
account of indo british relations spans the administrations of lords
curzon minto and hardinge through vignettes of eminent indian
contemporaries insights into attitudes of officials and vividly described
popular reactions to british policies he captures the spirit of india s
political life at the turn of the century b r nanda interweaves his
discussion of gokhale s ideas and actions with analysis of major events
of the day he considers the ferment in maharashtra the social reform
movement the conflict between moderates and extremists in the
indian national congress the crisis in the punjab in 1907 and many
other important topics his book gives rare glimpses of two great
friends of india a o hume and william wedderburn materials from
indian as well as british sources illuminate the pre gandhian phase of
the conflict between british imperialism and indian nationalism
originally published in 1977 the princeton legacy library uses the
latest print on demand technology to again make available previously
out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
books published by princeton university press since its founding in
1905



An Introduction to Indian Philosophy

2012-04-19

the title aspires to present a panorama of india s yet to be fully
discovered martial heritage denoted by its unconquerable ancient
epoch a critique of the generally misread medieval age vicissitudes
followed by a survey of the contemporary post independence travails
and triumphs not a historical narrative it attempts to define what
constitutes india s natural born military mind how it evolved and
breasted the world conquering armies followed by critical glimpses of
the past ordeals besides its uncelebrated defiance conquests the
venture culminates in defining the nation s prospective defence and
development policy imperatives for its emerging global role it is rare
in providing in one volume india s scintillating perspective of the past
present and the future the ardent quest spanning over twelve years is
a reflective blend of a review of the vedas the epics relevant shastras
other select material of help with the author s long years of rich
military operational planning and instructional experience poring
over its pages answers many elemental questions coming naturally to
a lay reader student research scholar man at arm defence analyst and
the policy maker the thesis fills a gap by covering a wide range of
archeological historical politico military socio cultural and strategic and
warfare issues besides dispelling certain myths which tend to demean
india s way of life and war fighting the scrutiny of the post
independence wars comes to several untold finds an exclusive study
on what motivates men in combat gives the subject an added depth a
lucid account of the nuances of the vital subject bolstered by an
unflagging perceptive probe makes it an absorbing study



Ajia seiji keizai nenkan

1956

addressing important issues of the day this series examines how each
of the eight major religions approaches a particular theme constructed
to be comparative the books are both authoritative and accessible each
chapter is followed by a selected bibliography individual books are
ideal for students at university and a level as a set they form a
complete reference collection

The Advaita of Art

1996-01-01

the indian ocean has attracted scholarly attention through ages as we
talk of inter asian linkages and inter regional arena studies the
connections through the bay of bengal eastern indian ocean is a
fascinating subject this book is an attempt to understand how these
issues of commercial and cultural linkages manifest along the eastern
indian ocean from the past to the present it aims to look at the various
dimensions of the contemporary eastern indian ocean and seeks to
determine whether the past has any role to play in shaping
contemporary contexts the discussions in the book will show how the
revival of an ancient linkage can stimulate contemporary international
trade and can promote regional cooperation the findings of the book
will definitely lay the foundations for future analyses of the emerging
india south east asia relationship it is expected to be a pioneering
attempt for a comprehensive and multidisciplinary examination of the



region under review

Gokhale

2015-03-08

the history of indian philosophy is a comprehensive and authoritative
examination of the movements and thinkers that have shaped indian
philosophy over the last three thousand years an outstanding team of
international contributors provide fifty eight accessible chapters
organised into three clear parts knowledge context concepts
philosophical traditions engaging and encounters modern and
postmodern this outstanding collection is essential reading for students
of indian philosophy it will also be of interest to those seeking to
explore the lasting significance of this rich and complex philosophical
tradition and to philosophers who wish to learn about indian
philosophy through a comparative lens

Indian Military Thought KURUKSHETRA to
KARGIL and Future Perspectives

2013-10-28

among the galaxy of scholars swami vivekananda stands out as a
majestic tower of light who has given a new tempo to the building up
of a new sense of nationalism in modern india the uniqueness of
vivekananda was his endeavour to translate every ounce of vedanta
into a social living and was never a cold theoretician or an abstract
metaphysician he was aware that india s life is governed by her



sovereign sense of the infnite and inclusiveness which nourished her
national life and india has been a spiritual strength for her people
implanting the seeds that have continuously sprouted and flowered in
her art literature religion philosophy science and politics it is a
civilization that should be seen not as a closed system or as a finished
product but as a dynamic and unfolding process whatever the
differences india s spiritual heritage should be recognized as the focal
point and to be appropriated in the conception of a new resurgent
india regrettably what we had been glorifying as the central value of
this culture and civilization is disorientated today due to the brutal
exhibition of barbarous instincts which were exhibited through the
rivalry between religious groups what is being experienced is the loss
of inherited values and our inability in reinventing new values by
virtue of its characteristic pluralism and its continuously evolving
synthesis india represents a nation which is continuously unfolding its
civilizational potentialities in making of such an indian ethos the
foundational ideal which has been the basis of indian culture and
civilization is the concept of dharma and vivekananda was able to
comprehend and articulate the relation between morality dharma and
human affairs which are the concerns of practical vedanta

Picturing God

1994-01-01

this book explores the dynamics of interaction between pragmatism
and spirituality in the constitution and working of consciousness
freedom and solidarity this book is cross cultural and transdisciplinary
in nature and brings critical and transformative perspectives from



different philosophical and spiritual traditions of the world it discusses
the works of seminal thinkers such as william james rudolf steiner
john dewey swami vivekananda martin heidegger claude levi strauss
jordan peterson slavos zizek paul valeri and o v vijayan it also explores
dialogues between pragmatism and other philosophical and intellectual
traditions such as semiotics saiva siddhanta vedanta trika shaivism and
tantra it explores themes such as pragmatism and belief evolution of
consciousness and happiness spiritual pragmatism and economics of
solidarity value levels democracy the perforamtive as an aspect of
spirituality and transformation of political theology from kingdom of
god to gardens of god

Thought and Faith: The concept of divinity

2009

this book is the first systematic study of the genealogy discursive
structures and political implications of the concept of greater india
implying a hindu colonization of southeast asia and used by extension
to argue for a past indian greatness as a colonial power reproducible in
the present and future from the 1880s to the 1960s protagonists of the
greater india theme attempted to make a case for the importance of an
expansionist indian civilisation in civilizing southeast asia the
argument was extended to include central asia africa north and south
america and other regions where indian migrants were to be found
the advocates of this indocentric and hindu revivalist approach with
hindu and indian often taken to be synonymous were involved in a
quintessentially parochial project despite its apparently international
dimensions to justify an indian expansionist imagination that viewed



india s past as a colonizer and civilizer of other lands as a model for the
restoration of that past greatness in the future zabarskaite shows that
the crucial ideologues and elements used for the formation of the
construct of greater india can be traced to the svadeśī movement of
the turn of the century and that greater india moved easily between
the domains of the scholarly and the popular as it sought to establish
itself as a form of nationalist self assertion

Allen's Indian Mail, and Register of
Intelligence for British and Foreign India,
China, and All Parts of the East

1850

the book covers university syllabi in political science in the papers of
hindu polity indian political thought and modern indian political
thought etc divided into three parts the ancient the modern and the
contemporary this book analyses indian political thought from manu to
m n roy in order to keep it brief and precise only selected thinkers
have been included while those of only historical importance have
been left out the method followed is construction through criticism so
that besides knowing the thought of eminent indian political thinkers
the reader may develop an insight into political processes their causes
and consequences while matter has been drawn from authentic
sources it has been narrated in simple language a balanced holistic
approach has been maintained in controversial matters the authors
have left no stone unturned to make this book an ideal textbook for
students and reference book for teachers



Introduction to Philosophy

2005

deals with the problems of the backward classes in the vast
subcontinent of india specific discussions concentrate on social reform
particulars such as housing social services industrial and agricultural
participation and especially educational opportunities

Eastern Indian Ocean

2011-05-25

about the book the journey of advaita elucidates the richness depth
and profundity of advaitic thought right from vedas to integral
advaitism of sri aurobindo and further how it is being incorporated in
modern science advaita philosophy is not a later development of
thought as one of the six systems of indian philosophy vedas are
replete with suggestions about unity the earlier stage of naturalistic
and anthropomorphic polytheism yielded to monistic belief in the
dictum ekam sad viprā bahudhā vadanti we perceive an echo of unity
upaniṣadic seers picked up this unity and tirelessly went in their
search till they came to the highest conclusion tat tvam asi this
concept of unity gets its full bloom in Śaṅkara s kevalādvaita later on it
gave inspiration to different rivulets of vedānta schools Śaṅkara s
unqualified impersonal brahman could not satisfy those who sought
loving communion with god consequently different schools of bhakti
vedānta came into existence namely viśiṣṭādvaita of rāmānuja dvaita of
madhva dvaitādvaita of nimbārka and Śuddhādvaita of vallabha for all



of them the emphasis is on the liberation of individual soul only
which gave way to sri aurobindo s integral advaitism where the
emphasis is not only on spiritualization of man but of the whole
cosmos the journey continues further with modern physics
consciousness is the building block of the universe and the ground of
all beings which can t be found in plural about the author dr priti
sinha retired as the head department of philosophy vasanta college
banaras hindu university after twenty eight years of service an
alumnus of the university she holds a doctorate and postgraduate
degrees both in philosophy as well as religion and philosophy she has
been recognized for her work in several national and international
seminars an accomplished musician dr sinha has the distinction of
choreographing dance dramas human puppetry and designing
costumes for stage plays especially historical dramas

History of Indian Philosophy

2017-11-22

a collection of ethnographic essays on the city of mumbai erstwhile
bombay the volume questions the city s claim of a self projected
cosmopolitanism by exploring its relationship with religion

Social Philosophy of Vivekananda and Indian
Nationalism

2021-05-01

greater india was a transimperial indocentric research paradigm that



informed the colonial recovery of the ancient past in central and
southeast asia ancient india was postulated as the fount of an expansive
classicism an actor in world history on a par with ancient greece and
rome under the greater india movement the scholarly quest for india
in asia became tied to anti colonial pedagogical nationalist and asianist
agendas yet although it provided a potent anti colonial imaginary the
movement also bolstered visions of indian exceptionalism and
energized hindu nationalist ideas of india as a civilizing colonizing
power speaking directly to debates that define and divide india today
this is essential reading for those interested in the legacies of orientalist
scholarship and interwar visions of indian internationalism this title is
part of the flip it open programme and may also be available open
access check our website cambridge core for details
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1997

the main aim of this volume is to present the life of krishna as
delineated in indian art the life of krishna and his teachings have had
a profound influence on the minds of the indian people and as such
the theme was popular not only with the saints and the poets but also
with the artists krishnaism pervades the whole indian life its religion
philosophy and art the material for the study of the subject is
enormous and diffused allover india in a varying degree this volume
includes most of the best examples of indian art to represent the
episodes of his life



Pragmatism, Spirituality and Society

2021-01-18

contents introduction the empires of ancient india the vakatakas post
mauryan india political order and ideas social and political thought and
institutions kulyavapa dronavapa and adhavapa south india the age of
imperial kanauj the mudrarakshasa the of diplomacy valmiki vyasa
and kalidasa r c dutt s translation of the epics classical literature
conclusion

‘Greater India’ and the Indian Expansionist
Imagination, c. 1885–1965

2022-11-07

indian philosophy bases itself on three states of consciousness waking
dreaming and deep sleep deep sleep or susupti plays an important role
in advaita vedanta the major philosophical school that advocates a
doctrine of pure consciousness explaining and savoring this paradox
this book shows how the concept of deep sleep can be used in advaita
vedanta to reveal a philosophical insight validate an argument
illustrate a moral or adorn a tale arvind sharma explores why sleep is a
phenomenon that philosophers should be interested in and examines it
in classical hindu religious texts including the upanisads and in
foundational early and modern advaita vedanta



Indian Political Thought

2001

sexual exploitation was and is a critical feature of enslavement across
many different societies slaves were considered to own neither their
bodies nor their children even if many struggled to resist at the same
time paradoxes abound for example in some societies to bear the
children of a master was a potential route to manumission for some
women sex power and slavery is the first history of slavery and
bondage to take sexuality seriously twenty six authors from diverse
scholarly backgrounds look at the vexed traumatic intersections of the
histories of slavery and of sexuality they argue that such intersections
mattered profoundly and indeed that slavery cannot be understood
without adequate attention to sexuality sex power and slavery brings
into conversation historians of the slave trade art historians and
scholars of childhood and contemporary sex trafficking the book
merges work on the atlantic world and the indian ocean world and
enables rich comparisons and parallels between these diverse areas
contributors david brion davis martin klein richard hellie abdul sheriff
griet vankeerberghen e ann mcdougall matthew s hopper marie rodet
george la rue ulrike schmieder tara iniss mariana candido james francis
warren johanna ransmeier roseline uyanga with marie luise ermisch
francesca ann louise mitchell shigeru sato gabeba baderoon charmaine
nelson ana lucia araujo brian lewis ronaldo vainfas salah trabelsi joost
coté sandra evers and subho basu



The Core of Gandhi's Philosophy

1979

discusses new species of flowering trees useful for graduate students
and academic researchers in the field of life sciences
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1974

issues for 1919 47 include who s who in india 1948 who s who in india
and pakistan

The Indian Constitution--

1971

within most pre modern indian traditions of yoga the role of the guru
is absolutely central indeed it was often understood that yoga would
simply not work without the grace of the guru the modern period
saw the dawn of new democratic scientific modes of yoga practice and
teaching while teachings and gurus have always adapted to the times
and circumstances the sheer pace of cultural change ushered in by
modernity has led to some unprecedented innovations in the way
gurus present themselves and their teachings and the way they are
received by their students gurus of modern yoga explores the
contributions of individual gurus to the formation of the practices and
discourses of yoga today the focus is not limited to india but also
extends to the teachings of yoga gurus in the modern transnational



world and within the hindu diaspora each section deals with a
different aspect of the guru within modern yoga included are
extensive considerations of the transnational tantric guru the teachings
of modern yoga s best known guru t krishnamacharya and those of his
principal disciples the place of technology business and politics in the
work of global yoga gurus and the role of science and medicine as a
whole the book represents an extensive and diverse picture of the
place of the guru both past and present in contemporary yoga practice

The Journey of Advaita

2019-06-25

Indian English Novel

2002

Religions, Mumbai Style
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Radhakrishnan: the Portrait of an Educationist

1967

THE LIFE OF KRISHNA IN INDIAN ART

2004

The Classical Age

2012-02-01

Sleep as a State of Consciousness in Advaita
Vedānta

1984

Maya In Radhakrishnan'S Thought

2014-12-10
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Gurus of Modern Yoga
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